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Abstract. This paper presents a multi-agent ap-
proach to gene expression analysis and illustrates the
working steps using real dataset produced from a mi-
croarray experiment. The analysis can be conducted
in a multi-agent environment with majority of the
workload automated by agents at different stages of
processing. Conceptually, the analysis process can be
divided into three distinct steps: (1) data preprocess-
ing, (2) statistical analysis, and (3) biological infer-
ence. In addition, each step involves different stages
of processing. We implement a multi-agent system
that provides process automation within each step
using agents with different abilities. We also explore
the parallelism of data processing using multi-agent
system. The strength of our system is in its ability to
support concurrent processing of gene data and the
modular structural design that tailors to biologists’
demands. We also discuss the possibility of applying
Machine Learning technique to analyze gene expres-
sion data in a multi-agent environment.
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1 Introduction

Microarray technology has been very effective in producing
large amount of gene expression data by measuring the tran-
scription levels of thousands of genes simultaneously. A typi-
cal microarray experiment can generate up to millions of data
points for analysis. However, this highly systematic data anal-
ysis process can be broken down into stages and each stage
can be automated with very minimal human intervention. We
consider one such case in which oligonucleotide microarrays
were used to investigate stress responses from thousands of
porcine islet genes.

Conceptually, there are three categorical data processing
steps in gene expression analysis: (1) data preprocessing, (2)
statistical analysis, and (3) biological inference, as illustrated
in figure 1. Microarray data is preprocessed to ensure the
quality and the comparability of the data. Statistical anal-
ysis is followed to find significant genes. The gene lists se-
lected from statistical analysis will be input into various bio-
logical resources, for example, gene ontology databases, path-

way databases, literature databases, and/or verified by bio-
logical experiments. The results inferred from these biological
resources might agree with the experiment and the statistical
analysis, or might not. In the latter case, it is possible that
the information from the resources needs to be further cu-
rated or the statistical analysis needs some adjustment. The
final results are then drawn after verification and logical in-
terpretation from the researchers. The categories mentioned
above can be automated using a multiple agents system.

In this paper, we present a multi-agent approach to con-
duct gene expression analysis using real dataset to emphasize
that the majority of the analysis can be carried out using
agents. The system supports concurrent gene data processing
by implementing independent agent solutions and interface
agent solutions to coordinate data flow. One of the common
concerns and is often overlooked by researchers is the effect
of intermediate data processing has on the data as it trav-
els through the processing pipeline. We hope to address this
problem using a multi-agent system and through a case study
to help users in better selecting subsequent method of analy-
sis.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
multi-agent systems in the field of gene data analysis and
provides a brief description of the data set used in this paper.
Section 3 then presents the architecture of the multi-agent
system in the context of gene expression analysis. In Section
4, we take a look at different agent’s responsibilities in various
stages of the analysis process. For Section 5, we illustrate an
example of gene expression analysis using real data set to
demonstrate automated processing by different agents in a
coordinated manner to accomplish various tasks. In section 6,
a brief discussion of using multi-agent learning technique to
analyze gene expression data is provided. Finally, we conclude
with Section 7 with discussion and open questions.

2 Related work

Multi-agent systems have been applied in various disciplines
of computer science, from Artificial Intelligence to networking
of dynamic systems. In the field of gene expression data anal-
ysis, the focus is placed on finding biological significant genes
using a combination of ad-hoc approaches without considering



Fig. 1. Conceptual diagram of gene expression analysis

the underlying dependency of each data processing step. This
is one of the reasons adopting a multi-agent system to tackle
gene expression analysis in light of gathering the strength of
each independent analysis method within a central processing
environment to hunt for genes of interest. The other reason
is that within a multi-agent environment, one only needs to
interact with, in our case, the Query Agent, to setup the pro-
cessing job. Thus, time and resources are better used and users
of the system can focus on other tasks. Several research groups
have come up with different agent based system to perform
genomic study. BioMAS [13] is a multi-agent system primar-
ily to handle gene information retrieval from different online
sources and integrates them to find common pathways that
are shared by human and chicken. GeneWeaver [3] is based on
a multi-agent system in which each agent takes on a particular
responsibility or expertise of genome analysis, such as assign-
ment of functional descriptions to the proteins and performing
homology searches. The agents coordinate their activities by
sending messages to each other to accomplish overall tasks. A
central control module is built into each agent in GeneWeaver
system that decides how best to achieve its goal. Unlike our
system, each agent only implements a designated algorithm to
achieve its goal in processing the gene data. A Master agent
is charged with decision making task and to set up a work
flow path for the entire processing job. This way, each agent
has a clear role and task and integrating of additional agents
becomes transparent to existing agents in a multi-agent envi-
ronment.

We used the dataset from the study of transcriptional pro-
filing of stress-response in cultured porcine islets. This study
used two color DNA microarrays to evaluate both physio-
logical and molecular responses of isolated porcine islets to
inflammatory cytokines and glucose culture conditions that
model hyperglycemic and immunological stress encountered
by islets after xenotransplanation [6]. A thorough understand-
ing of genes expressed during islet isolation and culture could
improve islet preparation, thus accelerating clinical applica-
tion [6]. The long term goal of the study was to investigate
the use of porcine islet as an alternative source of donor tissue
for treating type 1 diabetes. The experiment used 39 microar-
ray chips with more than fourteen thousands cDNA sequences
hybridized to the probes on each chip. The three treatment
conditions were glucose stress effect, cytokine stress effect,
and the interaction of glucose and cytokine effect. The mi-
croarray chips were scanned using a ScanArray 5000 scanner.
Raw data were generated by the Genepix 5.1 software (Axon
Instruments Inc, Union City,CA).

3 Multi-agent System Overview

From a technical standpoint, gene expression analysis actu-
ally utilizes many resources and the result can be difficult to
interpret. There is not a fixed way to do an analysis and most
often researchers will try different strategies to analyze their
data set. In light of this, our goal is to provide a system that
satisfies this need by an adaptive multi-agent solution. The
multi-agent architecture is shown in figure 2. The system is
composed of various interface agents and individual working
agents. There is a Master Agent (MA) which is the core of the
system that is responsible for various tasks and the coordina-
tion of agents. The only human intervention to the system is
when specific parameters are required to initiate the analysis
and it is handled by the query agent. Once the parameters are
available, the master agent will select the appropriate data
processing path to perform the expression analysis. A data
processing path in our case is a path that a given gene data
goes through from preprocessing to biological verification in
different stages of the process. Conceptually, these different
stages make up the pipeline of gene expression analysis. We
demonstrate a case study to illustrate the processing pipeline
in Section 5. We first discuss what will take place in the sys-
tem in the context of gene expression data analysis to provide
a basic understanding of how the proposed system operates.

Once the microarray experiment is finished and the neces-
sary data are acquired, the system starts with a user interact-
ing with the query agent to input the parameter setting for
the analysis. The query agent than passes the analysis param-
eters through the User Interface Agent (UIA) to the master
agent. The master agent will then decide what data process-



Fig. 2. Multi-agent system architecture

ing path the gene data will travel in the system. Once the
data processing path has been determined, the master agent
will hand the data to the Preprocessing Interface Agent (PIA)
which in turn will send the data to a normalization agent (N)
to perform data normalization if specifically requested. After
normalization, the PIA collects the data output from the nor-
malization agent and sends it to the statistical analysis agent
(S) through the Analysis Interface Agent (AIA). The statis-
tical analysis agent will perform requested statistical analy-
sis with the data and output a gene list with genes that are
found to have statistical significant expression values. This
gene list can then be sent to DB interface agent (DBIA). The
DBIA then invokes the proper DB agent for functional analy-
sis. Once the result become available, DBIA passes the result
back to the Master agent and it then will forward it to the
user interface agent. The UIA sends the result to the Result
Agent which will format and output it to the user. The user
can then make the final verification and conclusion based on
the result derived by the system.

Our multi-agent system is built on top of the Bioconduc-
tor[2] platform where a wide range of statistical and graphical
methods for the analysis of gene data can be incorporated. Be-
sides taking advantage of already existing functionalities pro-

vided by the Bioconductor environment, our system provides
an effective way for users to analyze their data through the
use of multiple processing path which can carry out various
analysis concurrently (see case study with data normalization
as an example) whereas other software packages like Gene-
Spring[11] and GeneData Expressionist[10] lack. The inherit
parallelism of gene data processing our system provides not
only speeds up the process but also gives vital result compar-
ison to help a user makes better decision along the processing
pipeline.

The modular design proposed in this paper also makes it
easy to incorporate new agents carrying new tasks in the fu-
ture. The agents implemented so far are devoted to the statis-
tical analysis of the microarray data, but future agents could
easily be designed to make biological inferences based on in-
formation obtained from databases of functional descriptions
of genes. This could be used to indicate which biological pro-
cesses might be exposed by the experiments, or to explore
the space of input parameters to the system proposed here,
allowing the system to adapt to the specific experimental con-
ditions
present.

4 Agent and their Responsibilities

Gene expression analysis is a daunting task because there
are many ways to perform the same analysis and get dif-
ferent results. Our design objective is to provide a flexible
system that supports concurrent processing of data stream,
a modular structure that sustains the diverse requirements
of researchers in bioinformatics, and most importantly, user
friendly by making the majority of the analysis automated.
In this section, we outline the system components and their
responsibilities.

4.1 Query Agent

The query agent is responsible in collecting users input and
forwarding it to the UIA. The UIA then forwards the input
to the master agent. Once the required information has been
gathered, the query agent arranges the sequence of options
chosen by the user as a colon delimited User Input Sequence
(UIS): (BEGIN:NORMTYPE:W:NORMALG:G:SAVENORM
: Y:STATS:E:SAVESTAT:Y:CHKDB:Go:END) and forwards
it to the UIA. This is the only part where human intervention
with the system takes place, once the master agent received
the user input sequence, the system starts processing user’s
request.



4.2 Master Agent

The Master Agent is the central control unit of this multi-
agent system. It distributes work to different agents, coordi-
nates activities among agents, interacts with interface agents,
and store agents information in its agent repository. The de-
sign logic behind the use of a central control agent is to en-
force the objective where working agent works (data intensive
work) and decision making agent only responsible for making
decision and setting up work path. This way, the system is
more well defined and structured. In order to distribute work
to different agents, master agent needs to process the UIS
coming from the UIA. If a user has specified for: (1) data nor-
malization, (2)then perform statistical analysis, and (3)finally
checking online functional databases for annotation purposes,
the master agent will derive a data flow path that only the
end result from (3) will be sent back to itself which will then
be passed to the UIA. There is no intermediate involvement
from the master agent. On the other hand, if a user prefers
only data normalization done to the gene expression data,
the master agent only interacts with the PIA and returns the
result to the UIA when it is available.

Base on the user input sequence, master agent can coor-
dinate various tasks among different agents in the system. It
does so by issuing Master Command Sequence (MCS) to the
interface agents. For example, if a user has specified using
multiple statistical agents (T-Test, ANOVA, and E.Bayes) to
perform the analysis on the same data set, then the master
agent will issue a MCS: (BEGIN:AIA:S1:Y:S2:Y:S3:Y:END)
to the AIA which in turn will activate the requested statistical
agents.

One of the goals of our design is to provide a modular
structure to the system without incurring unnecessary com-
plexity to the system. Therefore, to tailor to different users’
requirement, a working agent can be added to the system
by registering with the master agent. The working agent only
communicates with its corresponding interface agent after reg-
istration process. This is attractive since there is no need to
change the overall system structure. The interface agents pro-
vide indirect communication between the working agents and
the master agent. This allows the addition or removal of work-
ing agents without interrupting the system.

In order to maintain control of all the agents in the sys-
tem, the master agent also implements an agent repository
database which keeps all the available agents’ information.
The agent information is consisted of but not limited to:
Agent Name(unique), Agent Service, Agent Status, and Agent
Date. A new working agent can register with the master agent
by providing its name and the service it implements. The
working agents are dynamic system components, which means
that they can either be registered with or deregistered with
the master agent. To deregister, the corresponding interface

agent needs to send an agent− disable request to the master
agent in order to update the Agent − Status information in
the repository.

4.3 Normalization Agents

Normalization agents(N) is a type of working agent that com-
municates directly with Preprocessing Interface Agent (PIA).
The duty of a normalization agent is to perform the requested
data normalization process. Each normalization agent in the
system can be viewed as a unique working agent and each of
these agents implements a single normalization algorithm. In
figure 2, one can see three normalization agents (N1,N2,N3)
and each corresponding to different normalization process and
the agents are independent of each other.

4.4 Statistical Analysis Agents

Statistical analysis agent (S) is a type of working agent that
implements a single statistical method. The input for this
agent is from the AIA where it can accept data from the
master agent directly or from the PIA if a user has specified
data normalization beforehand. The output produced by this
type of agent is formatted as a list. Depending on what type
of statistical analysis a user has specified, the gene list will
have different statistical values (P-value,t-value,B-value,etc)
attached to each significant gene found. The output (gene
list) produced by the statistical agent is then passed to the DB
interface agent for further verification and analysis or directly
back to the master agent through the AIA. Again, our system
allows additional statistical agents to be implemented in order
to provide diverse choices for analysis and create more data
paths to accommodate users as different needs should arise.

4.5 DB Agents

The DB Agents are agents that interface with various on-
line gene functional databases. It can supply the annotation
for the genes output from the statistical agents or directly
requested from the master agent if given a gene list. The pur-
pose of using DB agents is to provide biological interpretation
of genes. For example, an ontological analysis based on cer-
tain statistical models [14] can be implemented independently.
This is helpful in finding over-represented gene ontology group
in a group of statistical significant genes.

4.6 Result Agent

Result Agent is responsible for presenting the result generated
by the system to the user. It communicates with the UIA
directly. The result format is usually a list of genes found or
a table of genes with statistical values attached, or a list of
annotated genes.



4.7 Analyze Agent

Analyze Agent is an agent that interfaces with the master
agent directly and can provide important services to users in
order to help them make better interpretation of the result.
The services include but are not limited to: comparing gene
lists obtained by using different working agents, cluster genes,
or even perform Principle Component Analysis on the gene
data. For instance, if a user needs to compare different gene
lists produced by using different preprocessing methods using
correlation measurement, he or she simply takes advantage of
the system by using query agent to specify more downstream
analysis on the data.

4.8 Interface Agents

There are four types of interface agents implemented in the
system: (1) Preprocessing Interface Agent (PIA), Analysis In-
terface Agent (AIA), DB Interface Agent (DBIA), and User
Interface Agent (UIA). The purpose of using interface agents
are twofold: (1) keep working agents independent from each
other, (2) provides an indirect communication service between
the master agent and the working agents. This way, the addi-
tion or removal of normalization agents or statistical agents
in the system can be done seamlessly. We only need to up-
date the master agent’s knowledge about the new addition.
The idea behind this design is to allow flexibility in the system
while at the same time addresses different user’s need by inte-
grating new agents to the system. The PIA has the capability
of directly sending any output data from its corresponding
working agents to the AIA for analysis. And the AIA has the
same feature which allows the output from statistical agents
to be sent to the DBIA.

4.9 Communication

So far, we have seen the agents’ responsibilities and how they
interact in the system. In this section, we will briefly discuss
the message format used for communicating with other agents
in the system and the UIS and MCS format. There are two as-
pects of messaging in our multi-agent environment. The first
one is the message format structure which is prepared by the
working agents, the second is the message transport struc-
ture which can be prepared by the interface agents or work-
ing agents. An agent message has the sender field, receiver(s)
field, message field (including specified parameters), and time
stamp field. The interface agents prepare the transport mes-
sage which encapsulates an agent message. Transport message
only has the sender field and the receiver field. The intended
receiver is either a master agent or an interface agent which
will decode the message for processing. The format of UIS
is a name and value(s) tuple where value(s) can be a single

value or multiple values delimited by colon. The tuples can be
concatenated to form a sequence enclosed in the BEGIN and
END tags. The name field is the operation name, for example,
normalization algorithm (NORMALG), save normalized data
(SAVENORM), and statistical analysis (STAT). The value(s)
field takes a single letter to indicate the desired choice based
on the question presented by the query agent. As for MCS, the
formulation is also based on a name and value(s) tuple like
the UIS except the name field is used for designated agent
name instead of operation name. It also must be enclosed in
the BEGIN and END tags. The UIS and MCS are very simple
messages that can be encapsulated into message format struc-
ture and transport structure discussed above that traverse in
the system.

5 Gene expression analysis case study

In this section we present a case study scenario to illustrate
the working steps of the multi-agent system using the dataset
described in section 2. We look at genes that are expressed
under the cytokine stress effect. Suppose a user entered the
necessary parameters and the query agent created a UIS: (BE-
GIN:NORMTYPE:W:NORMALG:G:L:P:SAVENORM:Y
:STATS:E:SAVESTAT:Y:END) and forwarded it to the UIA
agent for processing. According to the input sequence, the
requested services are: whole array normalization, select mul-
tiple normalization algorithms (Global, LOWESS, PinTip),
save normalized results, perform EBayes analysis on the nor-
malized data, save the EBayest results. The extra parame-
ters required to do the normalization will be requested by
the query agent subsequently. The corresponding MCS is:
(BEGIN:PRE:N1:Y:N2:Y:N3:Y:AIA:S1:Y:END). In figure 3,
a snapshot of the conceptual data flow path is shown:

5.1 Data normalization

The purpose of doing normalization is to adjust for any bias
which is caused by microarray technology rather than biolog-
ical differences between the RNA samples or printed probes
on microarray chips [17]. In other words, normalization is to
minimize systematic variation in the measured gene expres-
sion levels of hybridized mRNA samples so that biological
differences can be more easily distinguished. For two color
DNA microarray, the most common systematic bias is the
color-effect produced by the difference in intensity response
between the two dyes (Cy3 and Cy5) as a function of the level
of expression. Cy5 (red) tends to be relatively more intense at
higher and lower intensity levels than Cy3 [26]. Besides color-
effect, other biases can come from variation between spatial
positions on a slide or between slides. The robotic printing
can also contribute to biased output due to pin-tip effects



Fig. 3. Snapshot of gene expression analysis path

[26]. There are many approaches (Within-print tip normaliza-
tion, Scale normalization, Composite normalization, Intensity
dependent normalization, Global normalization, Local nor-
malization) [18] to normalize expression data based on differ-
ent hypotheses. Here, we outline some popular normalization
schemes provided by the normalization agents. If a user has
specified using global normalization, a supplement parameter
c is needed. The global normalization is done using the equa-
tion log(R/G)− c where R represents the red intensity values
and the G represents the green intensity values and c is the
mean or medium of the intensity log ratios M , where M is
the ratio of red foreground value over green foreground value.
On the other hand, if a user has chosen the LOWESS nor-
malization scheme, he needs to supply the smoother span pa-
rameter which indicates the proportion of points that control
the smoothness of the curve at each value [5]. This smooth-
ing technique suggested by Yang et al [26] is a function L of
the average intensity A fitted to the scatter plot and then is
used to normalize the log-intensity ratio M by computing the
difference M −L(A). It emphasizes the contributions of data
from array elements that are far from each point, thus gen-
erating a smoothing effect for the data points. One can also
specify the subgrid normalization algorithm. Subgrid normal-

ization tries to eliminate the biases due to the differences of
the print tips in the printing of microarray chips by using
a LOWESS fit to the MA plot for each block in the array
independently [26].

5.2 Finding statistical significant genes

Microarray experiments usually produce enormous amount of
data points for biologists. The statistical task is hopefully to
efficiently and effectively reduce the amount of data into a
significant group of data representing meaningful gene func-
tions. Many sophisticated statistical methods have been de-
veloped and can provide useful analytical tools for researchers
to find genes that have biological significant [4,12,16,25,24].
The most simple statistical analysis is the twofold changes
method. This method does not account for the possibility
of variations of log ratios for different genes. The Student
t statistics is another common method in use for finding sig-
nificantly expressed genes. There are several versions of the
t-test, depending on the sample size and the assumption of
expression levels having equal variance under different con-
ditions. Another popular method is the Empirical Bayes [20]
method which we will be using in this section as an example.
We generated gene lists using statistical agent implementing
Empirical Bayes (EB) method discussed in [19,21,22,23]. The
general idea behind this approach is by taking advantage of
information sharing existing among genes. The variability of
genes can be utilized in the EB statistical model to cultivate
gene information. The first step is to build a design matrix
and the contrast matrix (supplied by the user). Design matrix
is based on the experiment setup and the contrast matrix is
the comparison of interests (samples/treatments/conditions).
The second step is to fit a linear model curve that estimates
the parameters using marginal distributions of the observed
statistics. The final step is to reformulate the posterior odds
statistic in terms of a moderated t-statistic where posterior
standard deviations are used. The details of this method can
be found in [8,20]. The three different gene lists using S3 im-
plementing the EBayes method after preprocessing (median,
LOWESS, and print-tip) from the normalization agents cor-
respond to genes that show cytokine stress effect. We show
the top 10 genes from each gene list in Table 3, Table 4, and
Table 5. The first column is the gene’s index. The M-value is
the log2 fold change and the A-value is the average expres-
sion level for that gene across arrays. The t value is the ratio
of the M-value to its standard error. The P-value is obtained
from the t values. The B-value is the B-statistic which is the
log-odds that a gene is differentially expressed. It is the ra-
tio between the probability that a given gene is differentially
expressed over the probability that a given gene is not differ-
entially expressed. A B-statistic of zero means a 50-50 chance
that a gene is differentially expressed [6].



5.3 Secondary Analysis with Analyze Agents

Given three gene lists generated using different normalization
agents in the previous section, most often a researcher wants
to compare the lists in order to make a better judgement
about the gene list quality or draw out common genes that
show significant expression among the lists. In most experi-
ments, majority of genes are not differentially expressed and
based on statistical threshold, so using the top 50 statistical
significant genes from the gene lists, the analyze agent pro-
vides a correlation measure of the M-value and the A-value
of the three lists of genes. In table 1 and table 2, we can
see that the M-value and the A-value using LOWESS and
Pin-Tip methods are quite closely correlated, suggesting that
these two types of normalization can be used to preprocess
the data without affecting downstream analysis too much. It
is often wise to perform intermediate analysis and compari-
son before proceeding further because the choices made ear-
lier can often affect subsequent result interpretation in gene
expression analysis and our system let users do just that.

Table 1. Correlation measure of M-value using different normal-
ization

Method Median LOWESS Pin − T ip

Median 1.0 0.51 0.421

LOWESS 1.0 0.896

Pin-Tip 1.0

Table 2. Correlation measure of A-value using different normal-
ization

Method Median LOWESS Pin − T ip

Median 1.0 0.44 0.301

LOWESS 1.0 0.816

Pin-Tip 1.0

6 Multi-agent learning in gene expression

data analysis

Multiagent Learning is at the intersection of Multiagent Sys-
tems and Machine Learning, both are the subfields of Artifi-
cial Intelligence. Machine Learning algorithms have been ap-
plied in different bioinformatics areas with encouraging out-
comes and results. Traditional Machine Learning typically in-
volves a single agent that is trying to maximize some util-
ity function. Examples of traditional Machine Learning tasks

include function approximation, classification problem, and
parameter maximization problem given empirical data. With
multi-agent system, multiple agents interacting together to
perform a single task or different tasks toward a common goal,
thus, extending the problem domain to include distributed
learning in which many agents learn separately to achieve
a common objective. This is especially true for multi-agent
system where global behavior essentially emerges. Therefore,
learning is a crucial part of autonomy in a multi-agent frame-
work.

With gene expression data, Machine Learning approaches
shine because the amount of gene data is large but little the-
ory to interpret them. One of the examples of learning in
gene expression is the work by Friedman [9] where a Bayesian
network can be learnt using gene data. A Bayesian network
is constructed using the conditional probability distribution
of the network nodes. The network is composed of random
variables which model the nodes in the network. In gene ex-
pression, the random variable nodes are the genes’ expression
level. In a multi-agent system setting, learning a Bayesian net-
work can be done by each agent learning a subnetwork in the
system and the results can be merged by the master agent of
the system. One of the main goals of Bayesian network is to
distinguish between causality and association and to explore
and understand the elusive nature of gene regulatory network
in living organisms.

7 Conclusions and Future work

To deal with massive amount of data produced by microar-
ray experiment, we have proposed using a multi-agent system.
This is because: (1) concurrent processing of gene expression
analysis can be implemented by a multi-agent system, (2) the
complexity of the system has been reduced to individual com-
ponents making up the system by using modular design. One
can register an agent in the system to fulfill the data analysis
goal. Another advantage of using a multi-agent system to per-
form gene expression analysis is that it allows researchers to
compare different outcomes produced by using different data
path in the system pipeline, as we have shown in this paper.
Although we have shown that the majority of gene expres-
sion analysis can be automated, the biggest question remains
in selecting the right tools to perform the analysis. In other
words, there is no unified method available for performing
gene data analysis. For example, a common question before
performing any data analysis task is to ask whether we need to
preprocess the data, and if so how. Another relevant and chal-
lenging question is how to determine which statistical method
to use to find significant genes given the massive amount of



data. And most often, biologists or researchers only want to
perform partial analysis and obtain the intermediate results
before determining what other downstream analysis method
to use. Although the current system is a work in progress,
it has nonetheless provided a flexible architecture by offering
users different choices to conduct gene expression analysis or
to perform intermediate processing with the data. Adapting
a multi-agent approach has shown that even though gene ex-
pression data processing is an inherently sequential task, it
allows users to explore different data processing path concur-
rently and aids users in making the most appropriate decisions
by providing intermediate results if requested.

A main extension to the system will be to accommodate
a wide range of queries so that more specific data analysis
can be done. Also, the need to implement agent with abil-
ity to provide informative information to help users to better
understand the result during and after the analysis is also
vital. We have also planned to switch to a graphical user in-
terface where biologists are more accustomed to to provide
easy navigation. As for implementing Machine Learning al-
gorithms for multi-agent system, the difficulty lies in making
modification to the existing Machine Learning algorithm de-
signed for single agent learning. This is because most existing
learning algorithms are used directly to a single agent within
a multi-agent system [1]. At the present time, we are making
sure our system’s underlying functionalities are sound and ef-
fective and to allow users to provide valuable feedback. As for
integrating Machine Learning algorithms into our system, we
are currently working on building agents with learning capa-
bility and hopefully will be available for testing in the near
future.

Table 3. 10 most distinctive genes via Median Normalization pro-
cedure

gene# M − value A − value t − value P − value B − value

4326 -3.043893 10.735360 -12.002565 8.660703e-16 33.643189

8601 -1.961354 10.153340 -10.882038 6.875208e-14 29.017720

11442 -1.844612 9.968873 -9.862251 5.016434e-12 24.695816

11373 -2.204794 12.343943 -9.550642 1.596294e-11 23.359504

13430 -1.771025 10.321533 -8.700099 6.661173e-10 19.690802

13433 -2.058296 13.501244 -8.547132 1.130084e-09 19.029552

12697 -1.861232 11.305835 -8.303853 2.996401e-09 17.978234

583 -1.668582 9.708283 -7.987291 1.135252e-08 16.612326

1598 -1.436670 9.914980 -7.824090 2.143097e-08 15.909770

12276 -1.583127 10.638545 -7.788921 2.268090e-08 15.758569

Table 4. 10 most distinctive genes via LOWESS Normalization

gene# M − value A − value t − value P − value B − value

4326 -2.958899 10.735360 -13.512274 1.782144e-21 46.50845

8601 -1.911550 10.153340 -11.921551 4.553869e-18 38.51401

11373 -2.026666 12.343943 -11.485672 3.237031e-17 36.28743

11442 -1.820907 9.968873 -10.727502 1.510529e-15 32.39173

13433 -1.877986 13.501244 -10.009076 6.068162e-14 28.68830

13430 -1.724227 10.321533 -9.960175 6.599055e-14 28.43627

12697 -1.713848 11.305835 -9.334747 1.686173e-12 25.21914

4963 -1.725450 10.658531 -8.860958 1.896474e-11 22.79617

13434 -1.915059 10.211103 -8.801144 2.323510e-11 22.49158

5512 -1.569649 13.764983 -8.675243 4.103380e-11 21.85159

Table 5. 10 most distinctive genes via Pin-tip Normalization

gene# M − value A − value t − value P − value B − value

4326 -2.865264 10.735360 -14.537376 2.263504e-22 48.89924

8601 -1.943732 10.153340 -12.806404 4.836380e-19 40.99271

13430 -1.749680 10.321533 -12.233605 5.480581e-18 38.29937

12697 -1.752522 11.305835 -11.931101 1.635944e-17 36.86371

11442 -1.778762 9.968873 -11.911700 1.635944e-17 36.77135

11373 -1.984428 12.343943 -11.725196 3.466326e-17 35.88173

12276 -1.637334 10.638545 -10.836023 2.620196e-15 31.60344

6186 -1.582469 9.908442 -10.447117 1.645690e-14 29.71719

4963 -1.763556 10.658531 -10.191223 5.363449e-14 28.47277

13433 -1.674590 13.501244 -10.003111 1.255348e-13 27.55683
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